
CHAP. 11 Fourier Analysis

F S1. 52. S are shown in t’ig. 209 in Sec. 11.2 and F = .54w is shown in Fig. 279. Although /i t( — Fl t9
is large at ‘r It os large . ss here is discontinuous. I- appro.s ilnates I quite well on the ss hole ntei al. e\cept
near — r. where “w ,i\ es’ remain ow ills to the “Gibbs phenomenon. ss hich \ve sh!l discuss in the nest section,

Can ou think of functions r for which 1. decreases more quiekl\ with increasing .\

1. C\.S Problem. Do the numeric and uraphic work in

Example I in the text.

Find the trigonometric p01) nomial F (x) of the form (2) (or

which the square error with respect to the gis en fixi Ofl the
intersal it’ .t it’ is minimum. Compute the minimum

aloe for N -- 1. 2. ‘‘ . 5 (or also for larger alues if ou
hase a CASh

2.J(x)—a ( IT s’-r)

IT<x IT)

6. \\ h are the square errors in Prob .5 suhstantiall\ larger
than in Pi’oh. 3’,

7.
= a

— < IT(

8. ((a ( sin .s I iT K x IT(. full-wave rectifier

9. \Ionotonicit . Show that the mini mum squai’e ei’ror
(61 is a monotone decreasing function of N. How can

ou use this in practice’?

10. CAS EXPERIMENT. Size and Decrease of E.
Compare the size of the minimttni square error E5 for
ftmctions of your choice. Find experinlentall) the

factors on which the decrease of E with .\ depends.
For each tunction considered find the smallest N such
that E’ (1. I.

Using (8), prose that the series has the indicated sum.
Compute the first few partial sums to see that the cons ergence
is rapid.

11. 1
I

+ - ‘‘‘ 1.233700550
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Use Example 1 in Sec. 11.1.

l2.l- -

0l4678t132

Use Prob. 17 in Sec. 11.1.

3IT
14. cos .v dv —

4

15. ,j cos6 .t’ i/.v

Sturm—Liouville Problems.
Orthogonal Functions

The idea of the Fourier series was to represent general periodic functions in terms of
cosines and sines. The latter l’ormed a trigonomeirk’ svsteni, This trigonometric system
has the desirable property of orthogonality which allows us to compute the coefficient of
the Fourier series b\ the Euler formulas.

The question then arises, can this approach he generalized’? That is. can ‘ac replace the
trigonometric s stem of Sec. 11.1 h other (nt/logo oil cvstem.s (sets of otlu i’ ol’t/iogo!ial

/luhi’t!on.s t’? The answer is “ses” and will lead to generalized Fourier \eries. including the
Fourier Legendre series and the Fourier Bessel series in Sec. 11.6.

To prepare for this generalization. we first hase to introduce the concept of a Sturm—
Lious ille Problem. iThe motis ation fur this approach will become clear as you read on.
Consider a second-order ODE of the form
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